
University of Melbourne, who was collecting granitoid samples
for fission-track dating for the purpose of understanding the
uplift history of the present Transantarctic Mountains.

We wish to thank the pilots and crews of the helicopters at
northern Victoria Land camp for their excellent support. This
work was supported by National Science Foundation grant DPP
80-19991.
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Geological investigation of the Daniels
Range, USARP Mountains, northern

Victoria Land

CHARLES C. PLLJMMER
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Sacramento, California 95819

During November and December 1981, a party of four (some-
times five) geologists made a circuit of the Daniels Range,
northern Victoria Land. Party members were C. I. D. Adams
(and substituting for him early in the season, George Grindley)
from New Zealand, R. S. Babcock from Western Washington
University, Robin Oliver and J . S. Sheraton from Australia, and
the author. Our circuit took 44 days. We traveled approximately
700 kilometers by snowmobile and used helicopters for trans-
port to and from the field area, for some reconnaissance, and to
move one camp.

The Daniels Range is one of several ranges in the USARP
Mountains. It is north-south trending and approximately 80
kilometers long, and it covers an area of about 2,200 square
kilometers. Its center is at 160°E 71°30'S. Excellent exposures of
bedrock occur along spurs jutting out of the crest of the range
and along cliffs on the east and west flanks of the range. By
necessity, our investigation was of a reconnaissance nature.
However, we did collect samples appropriate to detailed petro-
logic, geochemical, and geochronological studies.

The northern part of the area, notably at Thompson Spur, is
composed of schist and gneiss that have undergone a complex
deformational history (see Kleinschmidt and Skinner 1981).
These rocks were originally sandstones and shales (and minor
limestones) but have undergone regional metamorphism. Dur-
ing metamorphism, some of these rocks were injected by veins
of granitic magma. The metamorphic and igneous layers were
subsequently intensely folded. More plutonic activity followed.

Most of the rest of the range is of intermixed igneous and
metamorphic rocks which we refer to collectively as the Daniels
Range Intrusive Complex. Metamorphic rock within the com-
plex is similar to the gneisses and schists found in the Thomp-
son Spur area, except that it occurs as roof pendants, septa

within plutons, and, most especially, as very abundant inclu-
sions in granite. Several types of granitic rock occur in the
complex.

The most prevalent type of intrusive rock we call "fruitcake,"
because of the abundance of metamorphic fragments of all
sizes. Some of the inclusions are metamorphic rocks with
folded granite veins; thus, the "fruitcake" magma postdates the
magma injected as veins into the metamorphic rocks. A second
type of magma is a layered granite in which adjoining layers
contain different amounts of biotite. In places the layered gran -
ite and the "fruitcake" granite appear to grade into one another.
Elsewhere the layered granite intrudes "fruitcake" or contains
large inclusions of "fruitcake." The textures and structures of
both types of granite indicate that regional deformation was
taking place during and after they were being emplaced.

In places, mafic dikes cut the granites. These are synplutonic
dikes that are segmented, stretched, or bent into tight folds.
The enclosing granite is not fractured. Clearly, mafic magma
intruded cracks in the granite after crystallization was complete,
but the granite must have been sufficiently ductile to permit the
deformation of the dikes.

It is reasonable to conclude that deformation was taking place
while all the rock units were forming. We do not know whether
the deformation was a single continuous event or more than one
event with intervening times of quiescence. However, all of the
previously described rocks are cross-cut by post-tectonic grani -
tic (especially pegmatite) dikes. Probably, equigranular, inclu-
sion-free granite plutons on the west side of the range are
genetically related to the post-tectonic dikes.

The post-tectonic granites appear to resemble descriptions of
the Ordovician Granite Harbor Intrusives found elsewhere in
Victoria Land. It is reasonable to assume that at least the latest
granites are time equivalent to Granite Harbor Intrusives. The
syntectonic granites in the Daniels Range may be an earlier
episode of Granite Harbor Intrusives, with deformation taking
place during the Ross Orogeny, or they may, in part, have been
products of an earlier orogeny.

This research was supported by National Science Foundation
grant DPP 80-19956.
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